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Trust makes our life easier, as we can focus our resources to productive actions
instead of verifying the actions of others. Many services in our society would not be
possible without trust. We trust products and services that have a good reputation
and we recommend good services that we discover to others. Our aim is to find the
best selection, taking into account the risk and the benefit. On the Internet the
huge number of possible partners and options means a lot of options to choose from.
However, online reputation management systems can automatically track our pref-
erences and communicate the necessary recommendations, and applying reputation
for trust decisions may be even easier than it is oﬄine.
This thesis seeks to answer what problems in a wiki can be solved with reputa-
tion based approaches, and how those mechanisms can and should be implemented.
Wikis utilize collaborative writing, and this collaborative approach can create diffi-
culties in generating actor reputation from content. Conducted literature review did
not reveal a satisfying solution. Therefore, a reputation management application
based on content reviews was made to explore the possible solutions.
Field test for the application was done in a wiki related to teaching material.
This test gave insights about user reactions to the application and user expectations
for peer-review tools. Reputation related insights did not emerge because the test
scenario was relatively short and restricted. However, what emerged was a need to
evaluate the comments given as a part of peer-review.
The main result of this thesis is the implemented reputation management appli-
cation. In addition, the findings show that wiki user reputation and trust decisions
can be easily applied to auxiliary functions, such as content reviews and comments.
However, larger trust decisions and the evaluation of more complex content needs
more work.
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Luottamus helpottaa pa¨ivitta¨ista¨ ela¨ma¨a¨mme, koska voimme keskittya¨ muiden hen-
kilo¨iden vahtimisen sijasta tuottavaan toimintaan. Monet yhteiskuntamme palveluis-
ta, esimerkiksi valintamyyma¨la¨t, eiva¨t edes toimisi ilman luottamusta. Luotamme
hyva¨maineisiin, meille tuttuihin tuotteisiin ja palveluihin, seka¨ suosittelemme hy-
va¨ksi havaitsemiamme hyo¨dykkeita¨ edelleen muille. Tavoitteenamme on useimmiten
lo¨yta¨a¨ runsaasta palveluiden tarjonnasta meille sopivin vaihtoehto mahdolliset ris-
kit ja hyo¨dyt huomioiden. Jos haluamme ka¨ytta¨a¨ samaa toimintamallia Internetis-
sa¨, tarjottujen palveluiden ja mahdollisten kumppanien ma¨a¨ra¨ voi tehda¨ vaihtoehto-
jen punnitsemisen todella raskaaksi. Maineen- ja luottamuksenhallintaja¨rjestelmil-
la¨ mieltymystemme seuranta ja suosittelujen va¨litta¨minen muillekin voidaan tehda¨
automaattiseksi, jolloin na¨iden mekanismien soveltaminen onnistuu myo¨s verkossa.
Ta¨ssa¨ diplomityo¨ssa¨ tutkittiin, millaisia ratkaisuja maineenhallintaja¨rjestelma¨ voi
tuoda luottamussuhteiden ma¨a¨ritta¨miseen ka¨ytta¨jien va¨lille, seka¨ sisa¨llo¨n luokitte-
luun ja suodatukseen opetussisa¨lto¨a¨ tuottavassa wikiympa¨risto¨ssa¨. Wikien perusa-
jatuksena on, etta¨ sivuston ka¨ytta¨ja¨t itse luovat sivuston sisa¨llo¨n yhteistyo¨ssa¨. Ta¨-
ma¨ yhteistoiminnallisuus sisa¨llo¨n tuottamisessa asetti sellaisia haasteita ka¨ytta¨jien
toimien yksilo¨intiin, joita ei alussa suoritetun kirjallisuuskatsauksen perusteella pys-
tytty ta¨ysin ratkaisemaan. Ratkaisuja etsittiin myo¨s ka¨yto¨ssa¨ olevista toteutuksista.
Na¨iden ideoiden pohjalta rakennettiin sisa¨llo¨n arviointiin perustuva maineenhallin-
tasovellus.
Maineenhallintasovellusta testattiin kohdeja¨rjestelma¨ssa¨. Testissa¨ selvitettiin ka¨yt-
ta¨jien suhtautumista nykyiseen toteutuksen ka¨ytetta¨vyyteen ja ka¨ytta¨jien vertai-
sarviointiin liittyvia¨ odotuksia ja tarpeita. Pa¨a¨paino oli testin lyhyydesta¨ johtuen
vertaisarvioinnin toteuttamisessa. Maineeseen liittyvia¨ ominaisuuksia pystyttiinkin
testaamaan vain va¨ha¨n. Suurimmat vertaisarviointiin liittyva¨t tarpeet olivat teksti-
muotoisessa kommentoinnissa ja sen arvostelussa. Ta¨ma¨n havainnon perusteella so-
vellukseen lisa¨ttiin mahdollisuus arvioitavaan ja maineen perusteella suodatettavaan
kommentointiin.
Tyo¨n na¨kyvin tulos on avoimena la¨hdekoodina julkaistu maineenhallintasovellus.
Lisa¨ksi tyo¨ssa¨ havaittiin, etta¨ maineen perusteella tehta¨via¨ luottamuspa¨a¨to¨ksia¨ on
luontevinta soveltaa wikiympa¨risto¨issa¨ sisa¨llo¨n luotettavuusarviointien sijasta oheis-
toimintojen, kuten tekstimuotoisen palautteen suodatukseen. Suurempia luottamus-
pa¨a¨to¨ksia¨ tekeva¨n ja¨rjestelma¨n luotettava toteutus vaatisi kuitenkin lisa¨tutkimusta.
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11 INTRODUCTION
We use reputation information for trust decisions as a natural part of our everyday
lifes. We ask advice from persons we know to be knowledgeable in areas where
we are not experts and use recommendations to find previously unknown resources.
A typical case would be to ask recommendations for a good car repair shop if we
are currently in a need for a really good one. Our definition of a good car repair
shop might be cheap, skilled or preferably both. These mechanisms for evaluating
resources are extended naturally beyond physical world to the online world as well.
For example, it is common to send links to useful or particularly entertaining web-
sites to friends, and re-visit web services which have previously offered us a good
value for our money or time. Online reputation management systems make these
actions even easier, as it is possible to objectively compare reputation information
and automatically collect and distribute it. While there are many reputation man-
agement systems in use in many different areas, the research of online reputation
management systems is still relatively new.
The JOP (joukoutettu opetusportaali, crowdsourced teaching portal) [1] is a
TWiki-powered [2] wiki site. The portal is intended to be a community where
the users can collaborate in order to produce high quality material. The material is
intended to be used primarily as a teaching resource. [1]
The current community is closed in the sense that editing privileges are granted
by administration to users who are known beforehand through other connections.
However, the intention is to open the editing rights to a wider user base [1]. Online
multiuser collaboration environments can have writers with varying intentions and
expertize. This can cause purposeful or accidental errors [3]. Therefore, opening the
portal to unknown editors can create concerns regarding trustworthiness and quality
of the material.
1.1 Online Trust Management by Reputation
When an online collaboration environment grows beyond few people, trust between
collaborators is needed as it would be impossible to verify all the actions the other
users make. Mayer et al. defines trust as “the willingness of a party to be vulnerable
to the actions of another party based on the expectation that the other will perform
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a particular action important to the trustor, irrespective of the ability to monitor
or control that other party.” [4] This definition implies that a trust decision carries
always a risk, but usually it offers a benefit as well. Benefits of trust in Internet
collaboration scenarios are that we do not have to verify every statement individually,
and there is a risk that we receive false or useless information.
Reputation is closely related to trust, and these concepts are often mixed up [5].
However, we can choose to trust because of, or despite of entity’s reputation [6, p.
214]. Reputation is information about previous actions, and this information can be
used to estimate the future behavior and the current capabilities of an entity.
Content and items can have reputations as well [7], and these reputations can
be used to make estimates about their usefulness. Reputation information is used
for many decisions and it is evaluated more strictly when important, and possibly
costly, decisions have to be made [7, p.129]. Reputation can be communicated as well
and Whenever we do not have direct observations about all the possible choices, we
estimate entity’s reputation from recommendations gathered from our trusted peers.
Online reputation management systems can be used to manage trust in situa-
tions where some trust between collaborators is needed but traditional methods for
evaluating the trustworthiness of other users are impractical or undesired. Some-
times the sheer number of participants in an online community makes it impossible
for a human to keep track of their every relationship. Furthermore, in most online
communities there is no easy or socially acceptable way to request recommendations
about an unknown peer from previously known peers [8, p. 11]. Online reputation
management systems have been created to address these problems by automati-
cally tracking reputation and managing the recommendations needed to evaluate
unknown peers.
1.2 Requirements and Limitations
This thesis was done to research and improve reputation management features in
the scope of JOP. The work was based on the author’s earlier bachelors thesis work
on the same subject [9]. The goal was to improve the existing work and to test it in
the target environment. Main scope of improvements was in the usability and code
cleanliness, although additional mechanisms related to reputation management were
implemented as well. Besides being extended and refined, the previous concept’s
fitness to the task was re-evaluated. Theoretical considerations, and results from a
pilot test organized on the target platform were used for this.
When implementation related improvements were discussed with the thesis in-
structor Marko Helenius, improving the existing implementation’s usability was the
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most important issue. The original interface [9] was very plain, and it contained
few usability related bugs, such as changing order of the voting buttons and random
order of elements in the returned listings. In addition, the auxiliary interfaces were
generally unfinished, they contained terms which were confusing and very specific
to the application. Usability and appearance are very important for product accep-
tance, since for the end user they are usually the first and in some cases the only
things that matter. As the final product is a security related addon anything related
to its usability has to be evaluated with that in mind. For example, user’s primary
focus is not usually in using this tool, but it should be there when needed.
The limitations and strengths of the platform, and especially its plugin API,
largely defined what could be implemented without going to unnecessary extremes.
The original implementation was intended to test implementing a reputation man-
agement system in TWiki environment. However, all the planned use cases for the
product were not strictly related to reputation management, as there was need for
peer review tools as well.
The implemented system, named ReputationPlugin, was a general reputation
management system, with social network filtering. The intention was to provide
both a useful content rating system for the casual visitors and users, as well as an
engaging reputation management and feedback system for the regular contributors.
The plugin source code was published under an open source license, namely GPL
version two (GPLv2) [10], on TWiki.org [2], which means that anyone can make
modifications to it and distribute the resulting work under the same license.
1.3 Methods
This thesis consists of a theoretical part, and a constructive research part including
the implementation of a reputation management plugin and a short field test of it.
The theoretical part is largely a literacy review including a survey on existing im-
plementations. The constructive research part describes the implementation details
and decisions as well as the reasons behind them. The field study was organized in
the target environment, as a partially controlled study on the functional elements.
To map the theoretical background to the implementational side, the key findings
from the constructive research part are analyzed in detail and compared to existing
solutions.
1.4 Structure of the Thesis
The second chapter describes the study field: wiki environments, reputation man-
agement systems and usability goals for security management software in detail. In
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the third chapter known solutions and existing implementations for similar problems
are presented and their ideas are evaluated in the context of the target environment.
The fourth chapter presents the design choices and the reasoning behind them. Tech-
nical description of the built system is also in the fourth chapter. The applicability
to the problem and ideas for future development are discussed in the fifth section.
Conclusions are provided in the final section.
52 BACKGROUND
2.1 Trust and Reputation
Trust is a human tool for hiding the complexities of risks and benefits present in
actions involving another entity to a simple abstraction. The existence of risk and
benefit are necessary for trust, as trust is unnecessary in fully controllable situations,
and if there is no benefit there is no incentive for the trust to develop. Trust decisions
involve the trustee, who is the entity trusted with the asset and the trustor who
makes the trust decision and is in control of the asset. While trust is a human tool,
computer systems can be made to mimic human trust.
Our society needs trust to function, as without trust only a very limited set of
possible transactions can occur. Trust can also make some possible transactions
more efficient. [8, pp. 1 – 2] For example, we can walk to a convenience store and
the store manager trusts us to pay for the products we take as we leave the store, and
does not control the situation by watching every single action the customers take.
This saves the store manager’s time, and makes it possible for the store to serve
more customers. The benefit from reduced work far outweighs the costs coming
from occasional shoplifting.
Trust has a few general properties. Trust is an unidirectional property, but mutual
trust exists in the sense that sometimes trust creates trust. While certain properties
of trust are transitive trust itself is not [8]. In addition, trust is never absolute, but
instead it always has a context and an amount [6]. For example, I might trust my
neighbor with keys to my apartment while I am on a trip, but I would not trust
him to fix my car. In a similar vein there might exist a mechanic to whom I would
trust my car, but not necessarily the keys to my apartment. Trust decision involves
both perceived capability and reliability, and the exact need for them comes from
the risks associated with the asset and the trustee [6].
Reputation is a communicated value of an entity’s cabability and reliability [6].
Reputation and trust are related, as reputation is a commonly used metric in eval-
uating trustworthiness. Use of reputation in trust decisions is based on the idea
that past behavior is indicative of the future behavior. Reputation can be used to
estimate both capability and reliability. Reputation can be communicated as rec-
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ommendations. Like trust, reputation is tied to a context and, reputation in one
area is not directly transferable to other areas.
2.2 Trust and Reputation Management
Trust management systems which use reputation are in the soft security area of
information security taxonomy. Hard security uses strong methods to grant abso-
lute permissions, but it fails completely if it is bypassed or applied incorrectly. In
contrast, soft security allows actions as long as they conform to good behavior. [11]
These two approaches are not directly competing with each other, and usually both
methods can be combined for the best possible outcome. For example, a social
firewall application could utilize the decisions made by reputable expert users to
provide the same level of security to users who are incapable of making the decisions
by themselves [12].
Trust management through reputation has its roots in the electronic commerce.
Mutual trust between trading partners is needed as the online environment makes
it impossible to inspect the goods and ensure their delivery [13]. These two uncon-
trollable risks are focused on buyers, but sellers face some risks as well. The risks
that sellers face are mostly related to scammers imposing as legitimate buyers and
trying to either get the item for free or have the seller send them money by using
fraudulent payments. The most common risk to a seller, although not as severe as
the former risks, is that the buyer will back out from the deal wasting the sellers
time, and possibly also the listing fee paid to the online auction site for the right to
sell the item on the site.
Reputation can be extended from entities with free will to things too [7, p. 4].
This type of reputation is not used to estimate future behavior of the object, but
the result of our interaction with it. This extension is necessary when we move from
the domain of e-commerce to the domain of content production. The resource which
is protected in the content domain is the user’s time and the site’s resources. With
reputation it is possible to filter and highlight both interesting users and content as
well as flag offending content and malicious users.
Identity management in online world is a problem area where reputation manage-
ment systems can offer a solution to a controversial problem. A common example of
this is online auctions: on the other hand there is the desire to remain pseudonymous
or even anonymous for privacy reasons, and on the other there is a desire to prevent
fraud. Using real life identities, authenticated by a a central authority, instead of
user generated pseudonyms would mean that one person could not have multiple
accounts and that misbehaving users could be punished very easily.
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However, such a system would be very costly and include privacy concerns. For
example, sales of certain sensitive items would see a decline in online auctions. Fur-
thermore, in many cases using the real life identities does not have large benefits
over pseudonyms, as the reputation of a person is not likely to be known to another
person living on the other side of the world. In this sense, reputation manage-
ment systems are an excellent way of building specialized communities with trusted
pseudonyms. If building a good reputation is necessary for a pseudonym to be
trusted, the reputation management system can impose a cost for creating a new
pseudonyms without exposing users true identity to the target site or the other users
[14] [15]. The only requirement is that building the reputation has a cost. This cost
can be either monetary or a time and effort based one.
2.3 Wiki Sites
Wikis are web sites which consist of user editable content. The pages in a wiki can
be edited through a web browser with a relatively simple syntax. This syntax is not
consistent among different wiki platforms, but it usually gives users fast access to
common text styles and interwiki link creation. Because the editing is simple and
fast, wikis have become a preferred method for many projects requiring collaborative
writing. Wikis differ from more general content management systems in that they
are usually intended to be edited by their users.
At the time of the writing1, the most famous wiki site is Wikipedia, which is an
encyclopedia that anyone can edit. Wikipedia does not restrict the edit rights to
content [3], but instead tries to achieve high quality and reliability through openness
[16]. Restrictions are placed only when repetitive vandalism is detected [16]. The
intention behind the openness is that when everyone is allowed to edit the content,
the errors can be corrected fast [16].
In contrast to openness of Wikipedia, many wiki sites are not open to the public.
Restrictions on the editing rights are more common, but read access can be limited
as well. For the purposes of access control, typically a few different forms of identity
management are used on these restricted wiki sites. Some wiki sites allow outsiders
through invitations generated from the wiki itself, and some rely on separate chan-
nels, such as personal email to the administrator, to gain access. Typical example of
a restricted wiki is a project wiki deployed to a company’s intranet, which is not vis-
ible to the outside world at all, and which uses company’s established identification
and authorization mechanisms.
Besides the user access controls and identity management properties, wiki sites
1April 2011
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have differences in the content as well. Some wikis serve as scratchpads for new
ideas, while some are intended to be used as the means of final publication. This
distinction affects the requirements for the quality of the information as well as the
clarity of the presentation.
2.4 JOP, Crowsourced Teaching Portal
2.4.1 JOP Description
The purpose of JOP is to be a community driven central database for teaching ma-
terial in the field of information security. The material is intended to be gathered
from multiple sources, and structured to be reusable by different users and in differ-
ent contexts. This is accomplished by splitting the material into smaller elements,
each containing a self-standing part of a larger topic in some area. To keep these
fractions of a topic organized they are classified. Classifications are made according
to the complexity, category and completeness of the material.[1]
The JOP in its current form is a partially restricted wiki site. User accounts
can be registered by anyone, but these accounts do not have rights to access the
restricted parts of the wiki. The identity management needed to grant additional
access rights is handled mainly by using existing course registrations and manually
mapping the registered user accounts to groups with course specific access rights. In
addition, users can request access rights from the JOP’s administrator group [17].
The requirements for trust in JOP are related to content and the authors. It
would be desirable to give trustworthy authors edit rights to content and find the
best content they produce. As the content in JOP is primarily teaching material, it
has two main requirements: it has to be reasonably up to date and reliable. These
two goals for the quality of material can be conflicting, as the freshness of material
can greatly benefit from openness while the reliability and overall quality may suffer.
User base of JOP was intended to consist of different expertize levels and areas [1].
Two main expertize level groups were teachers and students, although other groups
were intended to be included as well. Both teachers and students could participate
in producing teaching material, and instead of unidirectional information flow from
teachers to students the goal is to build a collaborative environment with possibilities
of feedback. In addition, the community membership is intended to extend beyond
graduation and therefore even economic incentives can affect the content of the
topics.
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2.4.2 JOP Technical Platform
TWiki [2] is a wiki application written in Perl. TWiki, apart from other wiki software
alternatives, was chosen as the platform for JOP because of its advanced access con-
trol properties, open source development model and lack of severe security problems
[18, p. 13]. TWiki’s access rights can be controlled either at the web or topic level
through group and user specific allow and deny lists. These access control settings
are adequate for most use cases. Besides the advanced user rights management
TWiki’s main features are hierachical structure and good support for extensions.
Hierachical structure is formed by separate workspaces (TWiki webs) consisting of
individual pages called topics (TWiki topics).
Any additional functionality for JOP had to be provided with either custom made
or existing TWiki Applications [19]. TWiki Applications consist of integrated TWiki
topics and TWiki extensions [19]. TWiki extensions provide additional functionality
without affecting the TWiki core. They are commonly referred as TWiki plugins and
consist of a Perl module and a documentation topic [20]. The plugins are written
in Perl [21] and can use all the Perl’s features as well as external Perl modules. For
interaction with TWiki the plugins are instructed to use the TWiki plugin API,
which provides a stable interface to TWiki’s functions.
2.4.3 Reputation and Trust Management Needs in JOP
The need to manage reputation comes from the desire to have a large community.
Reputation can function as an incentive, and a reputation management system can
be used to provide additional value in the form of content and user filtering. These
filtering cababilities are relevant in terms of trust management, since the asset which
is protected is clearly the user’s time as well as the site’s resources.
Exercise works are an example of a resource which is not utilized to its full
potential. Students write good quality documents as a part of their normal course
work, but these are hidden in archives after they have been reviewed. However,
exercise works in fast changing subjects have important value as teaching material.
But utilizing this resource needs a way to sort the contributions by quality and
feedback functionality for enhancements.
In addition, pseudonymous identity management is possible through reputation.
Because much of the material in JOP is public, some contributors will have a desire
to stay pseudonymous. This is currently not recommended, and users are encouraged
to use their real names as it helps the administration. The challenge is to have a safe
place for users to build the necessary reputation for a pseudonym to be accepted as a
portal contributor. An additional desired feature would be a mechanism to transfer
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the reputations from the real world into pseudonyms used in the portal and back.
2.4.4 Community Aspects
Currently most of the topics in JOP are written as compulsory course assignments.
User engagement with the portal is required to have more voluntary contributions.
One of the easiest ways to create engagement is to offer a feedback mechanism.
Users receiving feedback for their initial contributions are likely to contribute more
in the future. [22]
When building a reputation management system for community purposes it is
important to look at the incentives for user participation. Identifying the motives
for contributions helps providing incentive to operate in the desired way. Contrib-
utors can have different motivating factors, and the actions done to promote some
of these incentives can sometimes demote other incentives. Farmer lists three incen-
tive classes for user participation, these are: altruistic, egocentric and commercial
incentives [7, pp. 111 – 120].
Altruistic incentives are the most interesting as they can result in deep engage-
ment in the community and high quality contributions. Ariely [23, pp. 75 – 102]
states that people with altruistic motives can work as hard as people with other
incentives, and harder than people with weak commercial incentives. However, al-
truistic incentives are in general harder to maneuver than the other motives. If
altruistic incentives are the main motivating factor, there is not necessarily need for
any additional rewards. On the contrary, people with altruistic motives can find
rewards and attention distressing. The social need to return favors, called pay-it-
forward incentive, can be promoted quite easily by offering a valuable resource. This
incentive is more powerful if there is a perception of a peer relationship [23, pp. 75
– 102].
Egocentric incentives revolve around recognition for contributions, and they can
be amplified by things such as scoreboards and merit badges. These must be used
sparingly and only for sufficiently complex actions as they can create undesired
behavior, or in some cases unwanted level of desired behavior. There are egocentric
incentives which are related to self-fulfillment, and promoting them is not as likely
to lead to negative consequences. [7, pp. 111 – 120]
Promoting egocentric recognition incentives can create a feeling of ownership
over a certain topic. Ownership of a topic is both a bad and a good thing, as it is
good that someone takes the responsibility for the quality of a topic, but bad when
someone imposes their own strict viewpoint over a questionable matter. [3] Despite
their risks, ownership incentives would probably promote long-term contributions
more than any other incentive.
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If we think of course credits as currency, then it is clear that there are commercial
motives, as some of the users will think of completing assignments as revenue. If
these rewards are offered to the community members automatically it is likely that
some of them will turn to shorthanded measures. In addition, if these rewards are
given for community participation, it is likely that market norms will replace social
norms and voluntary contributions will vanish [23, pp. 75 – 102]. However, as the
same platform is supposed to work as a community platform and an exercise work
platform this problem cannot be completely avoided.
Essentially the desired incentives are based on social values. The personal fulfill-
ment from completing a task and recognition from peers can be seen as the most
easily promoted healthy incentives. However, the promoted incentives are not the
same for the whole JOP, as there are separate sections and distinct user bases.
Moreover, it may not be desirable to have everyone as content creators. Indeed,
most users are there to read existing information and they can have different role
in the reputation management system and can contribute by giving feedback. How-
ever, in advanced courses, these roles are not necessarily separate and peer review
capabilities are needed as well.
2.5 The Security of Reputation Management
Reputation management systems divide into centralized and decentralized systems.
The difference between these systems is that centralized systems have a trusted
authority that collects all the reputation data, while decentralized systems store
reputation data in individual nodes. Decentralized reputation systems are suited
to environments which are decentralized by their nature, such as ad hoc networks
and distributed P2P networks [24]. Centralized models are much simpler to imple-
ment and should be preferred if a trusted authority exists. Using central trusted
authority for storing the reputation data and providing authentication services elim-
inates many threats which have to be considered in decentralized systems, such as
repudiation, false statements and reputation theft.
In addition to the way reputation information is collected and stored, there are
also differences on how it is evaluated. There are two main approaches to evaluating
reputation. Reputation can be considered as an individual reputation usable by a
certain observer only, or as a more global measure evaluated over predefined set
of observers. The term global reputation is used even though reputation is always
meaningful only in a specific context [7]. Direct individual reputation, where rep-
utation is only based on trustor’s own past experiences can be considered to offer
highly reliable and relevant reputation information, but it offers the least benefits as
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there is no information about new possible partners. However, it is possible to use
recommendations from reputable sources to reduce the need for direct observations,
without losing the credibility of the observations completely. Global reputation
models have high performance as they do not have to be evaluated for each user
separately, but they lose some of the context and reliability. In a sense, the global
mode can be considered to be the individual mode without the possibility of limiting
the recommendations on a per user basis.
ENISA’s security analysis for reputation management systems [24], lists 15 threats
affecting common reputation management system implementations[24, p.3]. Most of
the threats affect only decentralized systems, but a few of them have to be considered
in the scope of the JOP as well:
• Whitewashing attack
• Sybil attack
• Denial of reputation
• Extortion
• False statements
• Privacy threats
• Group-think
The use of unrestricted recommenders makes global reputation models vulnerable
to sybil and whitewashing attacks, especially when the cost of additional identities
is low. In whitewashing attacks the attacker abandons an unreputable identity and
gets a new one with a clean reputation. This attack can be countered by assigning
low initial reputation for new identities or by keeping the reputation of an entity
a secret so that an attacker cannot determine whether their current account has
positive or negative reputation. In sybil attacks the attacker creates multiple false
accounts and uses them to boost the reputation of a primary account. Countering
this attack requires a cost for creating pseudonyms, or pseudonyms which are not
trusted by default.
Threats such as denial of reputation, extortion and false statements can be consid-
ered to be semantic attacks, and they cannot be completely eliminated if the users
can express their opinion freely. The attacker plays according to the reputation
management system’s technical rules but tries to exploit semantic weaknesses in the
systems design. These attacks are sometimes called gaming attacks. The feasability
of these attacks can depend on the target site’s demographics and from the rewards
and punishments that the reputation management system is connected to. False
statements, which can be either positive or negative and denial of reputation can
happen if there is incentive in the system to not give out reputation statements or
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In extortion the target is given bad reputation by the attacker unless the target
complies with attackers demands. This can be a threat in systems where there is
substantial punishment from bad reputation or an individual or a small group has
large influence on a global reputation system.
Groupthink, which means that opinions are strongly influenced by the assumed
group opinion and alternative viewpoints are rejected strongly, targets the newcom-
ers, who might not share the community’s opinion. The phenomenon is understand-
able as it can be seen as the community’s way to protect itself from potentially
harmful influences. Reputation management system design has only limited abil-
ity to reduce groupthink. One way to avoid the situation where group follows the
opinion of few reputable persons is making the personal reputation less visible.
Privacy threats are a concern if there is an expectation or perception of privacy.
However, if the information is assumed to be public the decisions are more likely to
be influenced by groupthink and the barrier of entry will rise. Recommender systems
can combat privacy issues only by imposing limits on outgoing recommendations.
However, these limits can create bootstrapping problems.
2.6 Usability Requirements
Trust and reputation management systems are security systems. Usability is an
essential part of security systems, as systems which are not easy to use cause users to
make mistakes. In addition, security solutions are disabled by the users if their value
seems to be less than the effort required to use them. [25] Despite this inherent need
for usability, security applications are infamous for their unusability [26]. Part of this
problem comes from the fact that security applications tend to prevent something
bad from happening rather than make something good to happen. This form of
negative requirement presents challenges for verifying the correct operation of the
application as well as making the application desirable to use [25]. For these reasons,
providing additional value to the user in a safe way was set as the main goal.
In addition, users do not usually use security applications actively. In many cases
user’s primary goal is to do something else, and the security application just gets into
their way. [27, p. 22],[26] [28, p. 682] When this is the case, user interaction should
be avoided in order to prevent making a wrong choice due habituation or stress
condition. [27, p. 583],[26, p. 23-24] For example, user input should be gathered
through voluntary actions instead of blocking the user’s view with something they
are not necessarily interested in. In many cases the needed information can be
gathered from actions themselves, without explicit interaction. However, there is
a strong argument for making security systems visible, in order to keep the users
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informed about their inner workings and prepared to manage their own security,
should the automated approaches fail. [29] As there are benefits from removing the
human component [30], the implications to effective security must be evaluated case
by case basis.
All of the usability problems present in security related applications are not caused
by their inherent complexity, their nature as secondary activities or the existence of
negative requirements. Instead, many of them are those present in all applications,
which are not developed with usability as one of the primary goals. These problems
can, however, affect security applications more than others as correctly applying
security mechanisms is often critical to their effectiveness. Some of these problems
have been overlooked in the past, as the target audience for security applications
has traditionally been computer savvy users and military applications and they
have leveraged their user base only recently. In addition, development efforts are
not always geared towards usability, as measuring usability and the effective security
it creates is not easy, and it is common to advertise and concentrate on more easily
measured things such as encryption strength. [26]
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3 RELATED WORK
The reputation management systems with the largest user base are currently those
developed on a trial and error basis and used for a single site only [31], [32]. This
is partly because reputation management systems are not easy to “bolt on” and the
target system may require modifications [15]. Therefore, developing a reputation
management system to an already existing target system can be more cost effective
than modifying the target system to fit the needs of an existing reputation man-
agement solution. In addition, research in reputation management systems is fairly
new, and it still tends to encounter issues which have been resolved by trial and
error in practical implementations.
3.1 Reputation in E-commerce
Perhaps the first widely accepted and used commercial reputation management sys-
tem was the reputation management system on the online auction site eBay. In
online auctions, individual sellers can list items they are willing to sell and poten-
tial buyers can bid on them. It is customary for the buyer to send money before
receiving the item in question, and to make the transaction the buyer has to trust
the seller. To help buyers find reputable sellers a reputation management system
was created.
In the eBay reputation management system the users of the site can give feedback
to each other after a completed transaction. The feedback is given as a grade
(negative, neutral or positive) and it is possible to include textual feedback as well.
The gathered feedback is shown as the sum of negative and positive feedback and
the amount of negative feedback is shown in parentheses if it exists. This system is
relatively simple, but it has shown to be beneficial to the users. While the reputation
management features that this system offers might be considered inflexible and to a
certain extent unreliable [33], the main benefits it offers are identity stabilization and
a sense of community [27, p.77]. The sense of community means a smaller perceived
risk, which helps to create the needed trust for trading. Because eBay gets its
revenues from comissions it has an incentive to make a system that promotes trust.
The eBay reputation management system uses a global mode of reputation, which
has performance benefits as well as lesser requirements for inter-connectivity between
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the users. The downside of this model is that it does not define any scope for
the reputation and so it can sometimes lack necessary context. For example, an
eBay user could gain a good reputation score by selling small value items, while
simultaneously defecting on transactions concerning more expensive items. Similarly
fake transactions through fake accounts can also be used to boost the reputation
value. However, in eBay gaming with fake accounts takes time and costs money,
as eBay charges comission for every transaction, and transactions are required for
feedback. Indeed, the barrier has been high enough, as scammers usually do not
utilize complex schemes, but instead aim for easier targets, and fraud which does
not attack or game the reputation management system is still more common.
There has been incentive to develop more accurate and not as easily exploitable
reputation management systems for e-commerce. Two reputation management sys-
tems represented by Zacharia et al. [34] Histos and Sporas can operate on the same
data concurrently, but they build a different view of it. Sporas is based on the more
traditional global model of reputation, while Histos is based on the web of trust
model. In the web of trust model recommendations are accepted only from trusted
sources and weighted according the reputation of the recommending agent. Sporas
is intended to be used in the bootstrapping phase and as a fallback mechanism, if
Histos does not have sufficient amount of data for a useful evaluation. These repu-
tation management systems were developed for online market place Kasbah, which
utilizes automated agents in the selling and buying process. These agents negoti-
ate the price of items without active user involvement beyond initial rules for the
bargaining process [35]. Kasbah has not been commercialized and this reputation
management system does not have any active use.
3.2 Trust and Reputation for Content
This thesis focuses on the reputation of the content as well as the reputation of the
content producers, who are in this case the users of the site. Many existing reputation
management systems either use strong separation between these two concepts, or
keep them tied together. Are the users seen by the community through the content
that they produce, the actions they make and the reviews they give, or can they
communicate in other ways, such as home pages describing information about the
user and separate discussions between the users? The additional information can
affect their reputation among their peers, but it might not affect the reputation
of their content. Therefore, a distinction has to be made whether the reputation
management system should reflect the human view of reputation, which includes
variety of information sources, or to construct a perhaps more objective but narrow
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view through the use of more limited data.
Slashdot [32], a popular news and discussion site aimed at information technology
professionals, uses a content rating scheme to filter out unrelevant information from
discussions. Individual posts can be rated by voting them up or down with a one
word category rating explaining the decision. Categories for down votes are offtopic,
flamebait, troll, redundant and overrated, while insightful, interesting, informative,
funny and underrated are used for positive modifiers.
In this system a group of trusted moderators is used to rate the information. The
trusted moderators are partly chosen from ordinary users with good reputation, and
a few of them are paid moderators working for the site. Good reputation, referred as
positive karma, can be gathered by making relevant comments and participating in
the reputation management system itself. Slashdot tries to overcome the problems
related to sock puppet accounts by making the peer review capabilities of ordinary
users limited, and by using a system called meta-moderation, where the correctness
of moderations are evaluated. Meta-moderations themselves are evaluated statisti-
cally to prevent abuse. The main limits for becoming a trusted moderator are based
primarily on the age of the pseudonym and its reputation. Visiting activity on the
site has an impact as well, as those with only infrequent site views and those who
use the site obsessively are filtered out. [32]
In addition to the global reputation management system, users on Slashdot can
form friend relationships to other users. Adding friends does not affect the global
reputation, but instead modifies only the affected users’ comment views by giving an
option to use an extra comment visibility modifier for friends. The friend relation-
ships are unidirectional, but the user who has added someone as a friend appear to
the target user as a fan. It is possible to use an extra comment modifier for friends
of friends as well. The opposite for friends are foes, and they can be given comment
visibility modifiers too. All the friend and foe information is public.
Because Slashdot is targeted at technology professionals, the reputation system
on the site has been a desired target for technologically capable malicious users.
Numerous attempts have been made to game the system, and because of that the
system has been developed to be as robust as possible. This has limited some of the
possible functionality. In addition, Slashdot is a high traffic site, and performance
aspects have been a great concern as well.
Adler T.B. et al. [36] have developed a system for assigning trust to Wikipedia
content. This system compares the lifetime of users’ edits, the period of time that a
particular content stays unedited on the site, and assigns a value of trust to individual
text excerpts based on it. Authors gather reputation from the amount of trustworthy
text they produce and this reputation is used in determining the trustworthiness of
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new text they produce. Author’s reputation has an effect on the trustworthiness
of other authors’ text excerpts on pages that they have edited, by making the text
they left unchanged more trusted. The main benefit of this trust and reputation
management system is that it does not need any active user involvement to work.
The Wikipedia trust tool includes a user interface for viewing the assigned trust
ratings. The user interface presents an alternative view mode to Wikipedia articles
where different parts of the text are marked with different trust values. The val-
ues are coloured with a common colourscheme, from green meaning trusted to red
meaning untrusted.
Like the Wikipedia project itself [3], this system does not take into account dif-
ferent expertise levels or areas, but instead considers all texts to be equal. Author
reputation has no context. In addition, much like the Wikipedia project itself this
system needs a high volume site to be attack resistant, as the content driven algo-
rithm relies on the crowd for determining the trusted text and the effort needed to
poison the system depends on the number of well-behaving volunteers and adminis-
trators. Wikipedia has a massive number of volunteers as well as additional controls
to stop automated attacks.
Wikipedia project started recently 1 a feedback system pilot, Article Feedback
Tool (AFT), for evaluating the quality of Wikipedia articles. AFT’s main intention
help article editors improve their articles. In addition to content ratings, the AFT
pilot tries to find out whether feedback possibilities lower the barrier of entry for
new users. AFT was also intended to be used for content flagging. [37]
3.3 Reputation Management for TWiki Platform
One of the goals in the current work was to build a community, and it was considered
that this goal was best met with a peer review scheme instead of pure credibility
analysis based on content analysis, interlink calculation and other indirect reputation
inputs. The idea behind an interactive component was to lure the content consuming
users to interact with the portal, by lowering the barrier of entry to a single click.
As the goal was to implement reputation management features specifically to the
JOP, the reputation management system needed to function as a TWiki plugin. A
few different rating related plugins existed on the TWiki platform, most notably
PeerPlugin[38], VotePlugin[39] and TagMePlugin[40]. Because of author’s inexpe-
rience with Perl the implementation was decided to be built using existing code as
much as possible. All of these plugins were published under GPLv2, which meant
that they could be modified freely. When choosing the most promising starting
1July 2011
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point, the considered factors were code simplicity, storage model and the amount of
work needed to extend the plugin with needed functions.
PeerPlugin had the most fitting description, but its development had stalled and
it required an external database engine, which was considered to be an unwanted
dependency. As there was no guarantee that the PeerPlugin would install correctly
to recent TWiki versions, and it required complex steps to set up, it was not consid-
ered further. VotePlugin [39] had a great interface, good feature set and an active
development community. However, this plugin only provided interface and storage
functions for individual polls, and as it did not have suitable storage mechanisms
for aggregating data from multiple polls together it was abandoned.
The most promising feature set was offered by TagMePlugin, which was primarily
made for content classification, but at the same time it could be considered to be
a content popularity and relevance measurement tool. Because this plugin offered
a simple storage model and consisted mostly of simple and straightforward code, it
was used as the base in the first phase [9]. In this work this implementation was
improved and extended.
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4 DESCRIPTION
4.1 Reputation Management Framework
The most important part of the reputation management system is the reputation
framework [7, p.297]. This part is accountable for the reputation calculations from
the data gathered, and the output that the system provides depends on it. The used
inputs and their weight on the reputation depend on the reputation framework as
well. For example, a system using page views and votes as reputation inputs for
content reputation should weight the individual reputation inputs differently, while
only an aggregate score might be displayed.
The traditional area of interest for reputation management systems has been elec-
tronic commerce, but the ideas can be extended to be used in other environments
as well. The reason why electronic commerce has been the main research area in
reputation management is that the risks can be easily defined, as they are of mone-
tary value. In addition, transactions in electronic commerce usually have only two
participants, which makes accountability simple. In contrast, collaboration environ-
ments do not have as clear transactions, and implementing reputation management
concepts from electronic commerce to collaboration environments is not trivial since
deception and successful co-operation are not always clear. Pure vandalism is easy
to detect but the more subtle deceptions like providing false information about a
competitor on purpose or false statements as a result of misunderstanding are not
so easy to detect and verify.
Essentially, most wiki environments provide enough data for a reputation man-
agement system. Revision history and user accounts are practically required for a
wiki to function, and as a consequence the user actions can be tracked down very
precisely. However, there are challenges in using automated approaches in analyzing
this information.
4.1.1 Accountability
The collaborative nature of wikis makes evaluating the quality of individual con-
tributions very hard. Firstly, the contributions cannot be evaluated without the
supporting context, and secondly evaluating the whole text does not take into ac-
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count the amount of relative contributions to the text. While evaluating the amount
of textual changes in the revision history can be helpful in determining the major
contributors, it is a quantitative approach and as such it fails in situations where the
text is rewritten, but the original ideas still remain. Apart from vandalism, every
author still deserves credit for a good text. Bad content can be a product of multiple
authors as well, and some authors may have done only minor corrections without
motivation to change the whole underlying text.
Because of such difficulties in the accountability of the author reputation for wiki
content, neither the rewards or punishments for single actions were made substantial.
Instead they were intended to be cumulative over multiple topics and all the authors
of a topic get reputation whenever a topic is voted. The downside was that it was
still relatively simple to gain personal reputation by making minor modifications
to multiple popular topics. Indeed, in the current implementation, the author gets
credit even if the added text is removed altogether. A content driven approach such
as the Wikipedia trust tool by Adler T.B. et al. [36] would have been resistant to
this, as the determining property is the quantity of the text and the time it stays
on the main version of the page.
4.1.2 Changing Content
Wikis are easy to update, and because of this they are in constant change. This,
on the one hand creates a need for trust management tools and on the other hand
makes implementing them more difficult. Text that has been previously validated
as trusted may change, and that can invalidate the previous evaluation. However, if
the system were to completely forget the previous evaluations and treat the newer
revision of the text as a completely new text, the value in previous evaluations would
be lost. If the topics are evaluated instead of individual contributions, there has to
be a balance between amount of data and its accuracy.
One solution is to use the reputation of the last author to filter the inherited
scores, as an author with a good reputation can be considered to improve the text
and to fix factual errors. One cannot make much assumptions about authors with
bad reputation as they can be either malicious or incompetent, but it is likely that
they would carry at least some of the good properties of the text to the newer
revision, while retaining a higher portion of errors and possibly even adding some.
Weighting the votes slightly according to the reputation of the last author can be
applied iteratively from the first version to the last.
While the previous consideration could be used, a perhaps more simple and reli-
able property for the user is whether the subsequent authors are on have a similar
reputation. If two authors are approximately similar from the user’s viewpoint, the
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ratings given to the first should apply to the other as well. In the case of two dis-
similar authors, we can conclude that we should not transfer the ratings. Values
in between can be dampened by the distance in reputation between the authors.
Equation 4.1 shows a formula that uses the linear distance in trust value between
authors to calculate the inherited score for revision k. The Scorej is the evaluations
given to revision j and Tj is the reputation based trustworthiness T j = −1..1 for the
author of the revision j. This evaluation can be used independently of evaluation of
the credibility of the votes themselves.
Totalk = Scorek +
k∑
j=1
(1− abs(Tj − Tj−1)/2)× Scorej−1 (4.1)
However, the scheme in equation 4.1 was not implemented because of performance
concerns, as the TWiki version history would have to be searched for every page
view. Collecting the author information with the votes would be necessary for
implementing this feature efficiently.
The simplest solution is to simply “forget” the oldest ratings as the revisions
change. This can be done either by taking into account only the ratings for a couple
of last revisions or by applying a weighting scheme where older votes have smaller
influence. These are both suboptimal solutions as the change in revision number does
not fully reflect the changes in the text. However, as revision numbers were easy to
collect, a simple revision number based weighting scheme could be implemented in
the plugin without any extra work. In this scheme the old ratings for a topic were
divided by the difference of their revision number and the current revision number.
This weighting scheme has more dramatic effects in the beginning, where revision
numbers are still small. This is desirable in some cases as the most substantial
changes to the topic tend to happen between the earliest revisions. Another way to
achieve the same results, but on the global scale, would have been to add a running
counter value to every vote and to simultaneously update a central counter value
which could then be used to weight the votes.
Other aging functions, such as time or read-access-based aging could have been
used, but as the original version of the plugin did not store the time or read-access
statistics, they were not implemented. In addition, many other options were dis-
carded due to lack of time. For example, the change in the length of the topic’s text
would have been a simple and probably very efficient aging measure.
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4.1.3 The Implemented Reputation Model
Ratings can be calculated from the votes in various ways. The simplest way is to
add the votes together taking into account their numerical value and present the
result to the user as a number, this mode represents the global reputation model
where all the other users are equal. The score can also be calculated using reputa-
tion information, where votes from trusted users are counted with a weight relative
to their trustworthiness. Reputation information can be used with or without rec-
ommendations, and the threshold for trusted voters and trusted recommenders can
be changed by the users. (Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.1: Topic rating
In JOP individual reputation for users was considered to be more useful and
accurate, as the portal was intended to have different scopes and levels of expertise.
One might be reputable among their peers due good edits on basic level topics, but
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this does not make one an expert in more advanced topics. Similarly, expertise
in some specific field does not necessarily translate to expertise in a completely
unrelated field. Figure 4.1 depicts the rating calculation process for a topic, when
individual reputation scores are used with recommendations. Vote information in
Topic vote records in figure 4.1 is weighted according to the reputation of the voters.
The reputation information is kept in user specific reputation records. In addition,
the reputation information from trusted peers is used to calculate a recommendation
based score which is added to the total (Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.2: Topic voting
Reputation information is gathered from the individual votes (Figure 4.2). Be-
cause individual reputation has performance and rating quantity related downsides,
the global reputation model was supported in TWiki-web specific aggregate listings.
The records used to form the aggregate list is depicted by the Top list block in figure
4.2. These records are updated for every vote. In addition, user specific records for
votes are kept in order to have user specific aggregate listings. These records are
depicted by the topic list block in figure 4.2.
4.1.4 Normalizing Reputation
In order to have an easily understandable measure for topic quality, a normalized
score calculation method was developed. The mean of the votes was calculated and
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this result was normalized to the range of 0..1 by dividing with the maximum vote
value.
1
n
n−1∑
i=0
Ri (4.2)
Biggest problem with using the mean value is that the topics which receive only few
uniformly positive votes appear to be better than the topics with more votes but
more versatile feedback [7, pp. 58 – 60]. This was the reason to display only the
sum of the votes in the original implementation [9]. The problem was avoided by
introducing neutral valued phantom votes to the calculation. This is a simplified
version of the so called Bayesian average (Equation 4.3), which has both Nm, as it
has the mean number of ratings and Rm the mean value of a rating in the whole set
of rated items, set to a constant. Value of 0.5 was used for the Nm and zero for Rm
(Equation 4.4). Due to rounding the phantom votes will become insignificant after
fifty votes. The amount of phantom votes was made to be adjustable, and a good
value will depend on the site’s size.
NmRm +
∑n−1
i=0 Ri
Nm + n
(4.3)
∑n−1
i=0 Ri
0.5 + n
(4.4)
If true bayesian average would be needed, it would be possible to calculate Nm
and Rm from the existing votes, but the experimental value can work reasonably
well and besides being simpler and more efficient to implement it can avoid being a
high barrier for new content in mature communities.
4.1.5 Making Trust Decisions Based on Reputation
Because the saved reputation information was just the sum of positive and negative
encounters, a function resembling the author’s intuition about reputation based
trust was created ad hoc. It was based on an idea that we can acquire small initial
trust through relatively few interactions, but in order to trust more a considerable
number of interactions is required. More scientific approach could have been used,
as is suggested in Mui L., et al. research about computational models for trust
and reputation [41], for the calculation of this value, but no applicable models were
found.
The resulting nonlinear function with output values changing faster at the middle
and slower at the ends of the range is presented in the equation 4.5. In this equation
Ti(j) is the result of this function and Ri,j is the reputation value assigned by
i to j in the reputation database. In other words, the trust function maps the
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reputation values to a range of −1..1 in which −1 means completely untrusted and
1 completely trusted. The default reputation assigned to newcomers is Rdef and
the maximum reputation is Rmax. The equation is symmetric around Rdef and the
result of the sgn operator determines whether the result is positive or negative. The
functions were chosen because they were available in Perl without any additional
libraries. Keeping separate reputation information about different types of previous
encounters would have given an option to use more complex and possibly more
accurate formulas for determining the reputation on the multiplicative scale.
Ti(j) = sgn(Ri,j −Rdef)
√
sin
∣∣Ri,j −Rdef∣∣
Rmax
pi (4.5)
The reputation based scores were normalized to percentage scores in the same
way as the global ratings. The sum of the weightings given to ratings was used as n
in the same simplified version of the Bayesian average (Equation 4.4).
4.1.6 Recommendations
Recommendations are gathered only from users who are considered trustworthy.
The trust decision for accepting recommendations is based on the recommenders
reputation score and on the defined reputation score threshold. This threshold for
accepting recommenders can be freely defined by the user and even set to zero.
Recommendations can be either positive or negative in value. Negative recommen-
dations are negative reputation statements from trusted users. The use of negative
recommendations is a necessity since the recommendations are cumulative over all
the recommenders, and leaving them out would introduce a positive bias. Recom-
mendations are summed as shown in the equation 4.6. In this equation Ti(j) is the
trust function output of user i’s trust to recommender j and Tj(k) is this recom-
mender’s trust to the voter k. The sum of the recommendations is then multiplied
by the vote options numeric value and added to the topic’s score.
Rectot =
1
n
∑
j,k
Ti(j)× Tj(k), if Ti(j) >= recommendation threshold (4.6)
We can see from the equations 4.6 and 4.5 that if recommendations are accepted
from recommenders with a reputation score lower than the default unknown value
Rdef, they have a negative value, according to the recommender’s assumed unrelia-
bility. This behavior is not usually desired as one can not make the assumption that
untrusted users behave exactly in an opposite way from trusted users, but rather
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that they are unreliable sources of information. For example, untrusted user defining
some other user untrusted should not mean that we should trust that other user.
In addition, unknown users are not used as recommenders, as the weight of their
recommendations would be zero.
The equation 4.6 assumes that there is transitivity for reputation. However, the
transitivity assumption may not always hold, and users of the system might not ex-
pect that behavior. Therefore the default threshold for accepting recommendations
was set to 800. This limit requires at least 300 positive interactions with an user,
which means that considerable amount of interaction or a deliberate change of either
the trust value or the threshold is needed.
The recommendation chain was set to have a maximum length of only one step,
meaning that only the directly known peers are used as recommenders. Longer
chains would not provide as reliable information as direct recommendations, and the
sources for information would be more difficult to manage. In addition, including
only recommendations from directly trusted peers had performance benefits as well
as a simpler implementation.
4.2 Trust Management Features
One of the important questions in this chapter is that: are the trust and reputa-
tion management ideas suitable for a wiki environment at all? Wikis implement the
ideas of soft security by social control, but this approach can fail when encounter-
ing unknown entities which are malicious and possibly automated vandals such as
spammers. Finding suitable partners by their reputation fails because the potential
partners have to be allowed into the restricted areas where the abusive users can
make substantial damage and if they are not allowed then there is no way for the
users to contribute and gain reputation.
This consideration led to designing an out of band platform for partially untrusted
collaboration. The main benefits of such a system are identifying reputable identities
and allowing limited collaboration securely. Abuse was made easy to mitigate, as
reputation based feedback filtering could be built to be an integral part of the system.
The aim is that users who do not have write access to a topic can still contribute,
and can do so safely without the possibility of including active content.
The earlier TWiki comment system implemented by the CommentPlugin [42]
supports writing comments to a different target topic, and the topic containing the
comments can be included to the current topic. These comments submitted through
the CommentPlugin are filtered to remove any potentially unsafe characters. While
providing commenting access without write access to the content itself, this model
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did not support partially untrusted collaboration as the target topic could be mod-
ified through the normal edit functions, and the result would get included to the
current topic. Possible modifications could include inserting malicious material and
changing the content of previous comments. More specific examples include link
spam, which is common in unrestricted blog comments and javascript based attacks
as TWiki does not prevent injection of client side code [43]. In addition, the com-
ments were not treated as separate entities and could not be included individually.
Only a small patch was needed for the CommentPlugin to give the comments a
unique identification number and a Hash Message Authentication Code (HMAC)
for integrity. The HMAC uses a shared secret known by the CommentPlugin and
the ReputationPlugin, which prevents others without the knowledge of the secret
from computing a valid hash digest for a comment. When comments are displayed,
ReputationPlugin will include only those comments that have a valid HMAC. The
shared secret for the HMAC was devised to be configurable by the system admin, but
it was also made to auto-configure to a 128-bit random value if custom value is not
provided. This method provides a strong default password, while still maintaining
the ability of transferring comments from a previous installation. Some protection
against replay attacks was provided by including the topic name and the comment
author name in the hash digest calculation. However, the comments can still be
multiplied and reordered inside the same topic.
Moving the commenting system out of the wiki style social control to the reputa-
tion based approach is not suitable for all cases, as it can lead to strong groupthink.
However, in JOP the common use scenario for a moderated commenting system are
course materials, which require strict control over editing but benefit from comment
access for improvement ideas. In such cases, the comment voting can be used to
measure the popularity of the presented ideas.
4.3 Technical Environment
The production server, the web server where JOP was installed, was running on the
host jop.cs.tut.fi. This host was part of the Lintula computer system, which provides
Unix and Linux services for the Faculty of Computing and Electrical Engineering in
TUT [44]. The Operating System (OS) was SunOS 5.10 (Solaris 10) and the actual
portal was running inside a separate Solaris resource container (commonly referred
as Solaris zones). Only user level access to this machine was granted by the Lintula
administration, so it was not possible to restart services, such as Apache HTTP-
server [45], or install additional software to system default locations. Additional
Perl modules could be installed to user directories from CPAN, which is an archive
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of installable Perl modules [46]. The installed TWiki version was TWiki version
4.2.4, with TWiki plugin API version 1.2.
Because the JOP portal had been exhibiting slow response times the Apache mod-
ule which provides cgi-environment had been changed from more common mod cgi
to mod perl [47]. Mod perl differs from mod cgi in that it compiles the Perl code
only once and retains it in memory, instead of compiling used scripts for every dy-
namic page request [48]. While the use of mod perl made the portal more accessible
to users, it created additional administrative complexity, as every change in code
and configure settings required a web server service restart to take effect.
Code changes were not tested on the production environment, and a separate de-
velopment environment was used instead. The development environment host was
huuliharppu.atm.tut.fi and the OS was Ubuntu Linux 8.04.2. This host was not ac-
cessible outside of the TUT network. Root level access to this system was provided
by the DCE administration, which made even large system configuration changes
possible. Three separate wiki environments were installed on the development host.
Two TWiki installs with different versions, the first was TWiki version 4.1.2 which
was installed from Ubuntu software repositories for earlier TWiki related projects,
and the second was more up to date TWiki version 5.0.1 installed from the TWiki
subversion (SVN) repository [49] during this project. Third test environment was
installed for compatibility with Foswiki [50]. Foswiki is a separate branch of TWiki
maintained by a group of former TWiki developers. Foswiki compatibility was con-
sidered important as its development seemed more active than TWiki’s, [51] and
there was a possibility of JOP-portal moving to this platform [1].
4.4 Internal Data Structure
The first version of ReputationPlugin used comma separated text files for storage [9].
While it was a computationally efficient and dependency free solution, it added much
complexity and inflexibility to the code. Parsing text required a lot of additional
error checking, and the results had to be converted to structural data constructs for
most operations. In addition, small text files are not efficient in terms of disk space,
as they reserve a small additional overhead depending on the filesystem. Because
the stored records were very small this overhead was much larger than the space
needed for the information itself.
To address the issues concerning flat text files, a switch was made to MLDBM
[52] and BerkeleyDB [53]. BerkeleyDB is a fast embedded database, which supports
simple key value pairs. BerkeleyDB was used as the storage engine for serialized
databases and the serialization was done with MLDBM. MLDBM is a CPAN module
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which offers an easy to use way to store Perl internal data structures to a flat file
or a database. The change was driven in part by the need to change the previous
record format. For example, the revision information was missing and to include
the revision information efficiently a complete redesign of the record format was
necessary. A version of the plugin using comma separated flat files was included in
the distribution package, but it was not developed further.
Four different databases were implemented, two of them were fully independent
and two of them had a relationship between each other. The quota system, which was
made to provide additional voting restrictions, was left to use flat files for storage
as it lacked an administrative interface and the quota files may require manual
adjustments which are fast to do with human readable flat text files. Users and topics
had their own vote databases. These are databases are not independent and they
can be built from one another with additional information from the running TWiki
system. The topic-votes database is used when voting results are displayed. The
user-votes database handles user to topic relationships and includes a list of credited
authors needed for vote deletion. The two independent databases, reputation and
top list database, aggregate reputation information about content and users for
performance reasons. Because the reputation database is separate from the other
databases it is possible to change these values freely.
There is a strong argument for using an external relational database engine,
as it would provide built in support for some of the data storage and retrieval
operations. In addition, the use of a relational database engine would reduce the need
for duplicate data needed for implementation simplicity and performance reasons.
Indeed, the current implementation uses a separate database for almost every action.
Nevertheless, because there were no issues concerning the needed storage space, the
current approach was seen as sufficient.
4.4.1 Topic Votes Database
Topic Votes Database (TVDB) is used to hold voting information to be used in
displaying the ratings. The database structure is designed to make the most used
function fast and simple to implement. Counting the votes is performed every time
a logged in user views a voted topic. Revision information is included in the tree
which makes it possible to count the votes according to a specific topic revision.
When votes are added it is necessary to check whether a previous vote by the same
user exists, and because the username is at the bottom of the hierarchy searching
for it is relatively slow. However, voting and removing votes are not as frequent as
counting and displaying the votes. Figure 4.3 shows the structure of the TVDB for
a topic. In the figure the multicolumn structures are called hash constructs and the
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arrows lead to values from a key. In Perl the hash tables can be multidimensional
ie. a hash table can have another hash table as a value.
The information in this database is supposed to be presented through the plu-
gin as anonymous data. However, there are certain situations where this does not
necessarily hold true. For example, if the votes are allowed to be counted by using
reputation information a user can reveal any voters identity by trusting only the sus-
pected voter and looking at the topic rating. This type of attack can’t be prevented
in the current implementation, without restricting the use of reputation informa-
tion. A simple solution to this privacy issue would be to limit giving out content
recommendations only to reputable users. However, as limiting the recommenda-
tions would add performance overhead while reducing the utility of the system it
was not considered important enough to implement.
Figure 4.3: Data structure used to save vote information for topics
4.4.2 User Votes Database
User Votes Database (UVDB) was originally made to track the wiki names who were
the authors of the topic at the time of the vote, as this was required for removing
votes in an efficient manner. Every user on a TWiki site has a login name and a
wiki name, in many installations these are the same. Login name is used for internal
purposes, such as authentication, and wiki name is shown to other wiki users. This
database can also be used to give a list of every topic a spesific user has voted without
going through the whole TVDB. User’s vote contains information about the voted
topic and the voted topic revision, Wiki names of the authors of the topic at the
time of the vote are included for performance reasons. This database is structured
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to have the unique key formed from the web and topic name as the only key. The
data structure for one vote instance is shown in Figure 4.4.
Access to this database is limited so that every user can read only their own
records through the plugin. Any function reading this database does not take any
arguments which define the user, but instead the login name is taken from the
TWiki’s global user-variable.
Figure 4.4: Data structure used to save vote information for a user
4.4.3 Reputation Database
Reputation database (RDB) was made to be separate from the UVDB to allow
fast access to reputation scores, as using UVDB for this task would require going
through every record in it every time reputation information for one or multiple
users is needed. This arrangement had the added benefit of a possibility to change
and add the values at will. The RDB file contains separate databases for all users.
Database can be retrieved from BerkeleyDB with user’s login name as the key.
The databases consist of simple key value pairs. The keys in user’s RDB are
unique Wikinames of the other users. The values are limited to a range of one to
999. Zero was left out for practical reasons as in Perl it is easy to be mistaken as
undefined value. The range can be redefined by changing global constants in the
code, if more or less granularity is needed.
The values in this database are not intended to be public, but these values can
be extracted from the system under spesific circumstances. A user can find out a
specific target’s reputation score assigned to them by using an additional sock puppet
account (sybil attack) and a topic with only one vote from the main account. Using
a known value for reputation from the sock puppet account to the target account
would reveal the reputation value in the recommendation received from the target
account. This attack is possible only if the use of recommendations is allowed and
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the attacking user has vote privileges to a relatively unvoted topic. Method to
mitigate this attack would be to allow the use of recommendation information by
only the users which the recommending user trusts.
Figure 4.5: Data structure for reputation database
4.4.4 Top List Database
Top list database (TLDB) is used to aggregate vote information to TWiki-web spe-
cific top lists. This database is separate from all the others and it is not tied user
reputation. However, the top list feature was considered to be something that the
end users would like to have. Because it was a desirable feature and the time needed
to implement it was neglible it was added. It would have been possible to implement
this functionality without this database by using the TVDBs of all the topics in a
TWiki-web, but it would have had performance drawback.
Separate databases are made for all the TWiki-webs. Inside each database there
are two values for every topic: the sum of the votes and the count of the votes.
True bayesian average was calculated for each topic in the list using equation 4.3.
This calculation needed a special record that had the precalculated mean number of
votes and mean vote value. The calculations were made for every toplist view. Per-
formance would have been better if an approximate (equation 4.4) bayesian average
would have been used with constant values for the mean number of votes and the
mean rating. However, if performance would be a concern the best option would be
to cache the results.
4.5 Settings and customization
Default settings were intended to be safe in the sense of anonymity and voting result
integrity, but not overly restricting. The principle was that, the plugin and most of
its functions should be usable without any additional settings. However, every value
which was safe and practical to be configurable with a separate preference setting
was made so. These settings are mainly intended for the site administrators, but
some of them are also user configurable.
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Figure 4.6: Data structure for vote summaries
TWiki has two kinds of variables for settings, the configuration file variables,
and the preferences variables which can be set inside the TWiki system. Most of
the settings were made to use the preferences variables, as setting the configuration
variables required command-line administrative access to the host itself or access to
TWiki’s configure interface [54]. In addition to the requirement for administrative
access, use of mod perl [48] on the production environment required a web server
restart for the configuration file variable changes to take effect [47]. Preferences vari-
ables have a downside as well. Because they can be set by regular users, additional
care must be taken to protect their use.
The provided preference variables follow the TWiki access control rules in general
[55], but some additional limitations were put into place as some of the settings are
only applicable to a whole web, such as web spesific quota and the visibility of top
lists, and allowing the setting of them in an individual topic could create undesired
outcomes. Table 4.1 lists all the variables which have an effect only when used in
a web specific preference topic. For example, the weightings for votes makes sense
only when there is a group of more authoritative voters. One such scenario could
be an exercise work for a course with the teacher having more influence on the vote
outcome. Quota functionality, which restricts the amount of votes on a web basis,
was implemented in order to have limited votings for cases where a couple of best
topics are voted from a TWiki-web.
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Table 4.1: Web spesific preference variables
Variable name Type Description
TOPLISTHIDDEN Boolean If set the web’s toplist is not visible
WEIGHTGROUPS List
Comma separated list of special groups
and the weights they have in the ratings
WEBQUOTA Boolean
Boolean option to switch on quota related
functions for a web
QUOTATMPL List
Comma separated list of vote options and
the maximum amount of votes for each op-
tion.
Access control variables are in Table 4.2. These are comma separated lists of
users and groups. Since these variables are standard TWiki access control variables,
it is possible to use deny lists as well. These settings are independent of each other
in order to make blind voting possible. In the blind voting mode a user cannot see
the votes of others, but is still allowed to vote. Table 4.3 lists the other preference
variables, most of these end user configuration, although it is possible for the local
TWiki administrator to provide custom site wide default values, and even to lock
them as final preferences [55].
Table 4.2: Access control variables
Variable name Type Description
ALLOWTOPICRPREAD List List of users and groups who are allowed
to view the submitted ratings
ALLOWTOPICRPVOTE List List of users and groups who are allowed
to vote
Table 4.3: User, topic and web configurable preference variables
Variable name Type Description
VOTEOPTIONS Number Number of voteoptions shown and allowed
RATINGTYPE String The type of rating calculated for topics.
This can be “relative” or “absolute”
TRUSTTHRESHOLD Number Minimal value of reputation to qualify as
a rating source. The default value was set
to the default value 500.
RECOMMENDATION-
THRESHOLD
Number Minimum value of reputation to qualify as
a recommender. The default value was set
to 800.
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4.6 User Interface Parts and their Functionality
The user interface consists of five separate task oriented parts. The main interface
is the voting interface that is shown every time a logged in user views a topic, which
has the plugin enabled. The comment interface is intended to be used with the main
interface on the bottom of every topic, although both can be included separately
as well. The three other interfaces are helper interfaces for additional tasks such as
changing the reputation scores, viewing user’s own votes and using the web specific
top list functionality. These helper interfaces were implemented as separate topics.
4.6.1 Voting Interface
Figure 4.7 shows the voting interface in its default mode. This interface’s main
design objective was to be simple and user friendly. Emoticons are used as a visual
cue, and to invite the user to interact. The topic’s rating is displayed first and the
distribution of votes is visible in the buttons themselves. The ratings were showed
as either raw scores or percentages. They were included as regular text, although
additional styling would have gathered more attention. Optionally the scores can
be displayed as a line of stars if the RatinContrib [56] module is installed. When a
user presses the voting button, the vote is registered and the button changes to a
remove button in the user’s view.
The number of options was limited to two in default mode to save screen space.
This behavior is suitable for situations where the use of this plugin is not in a central
role or the votes are approving votes by their nature. If more granular feedback
is needed, the voting interface can be customed with a TWiki preference setting
VOTEOPTIONS presented in Table 4.3 to use more voting options. Currently
supported modes are two and four options, shown in figures 4.7 and 4.8.
Figure 4.7: Voting interface with default settings
Figure 4.8: Voting interface with four voting options
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Besides the buttons, there are two links in the interface, the first is a link that
shows the vote distribution in a graphic form, this link is present only when the
topic has at least one vote. The second Tell Me More link is a help function, leading
to a topic where the features of the plugin are described. The separate help page
was created to inform interested users about the plugin’s operation and additional
capabilities without presenting this information actively in the interface.
4.6.2 Vote Information Listings
To reward users for active participation, a special topic listing all of the topics that
the user has voted was created. Indeed, this listing can be used as a bookmark
feature for topics that are interesting and for topics that require improvements. The
list is sorted in descending order according to the given votes. The voted revision
and the authors are shown in addition to the topic name. Each topic’s name is a
link to the topic in question, and the authors’ names are links to authors’ personal
topics.
Figure 4.9: Listing of all the votes given by the user
A quick look into ten best rated topics inside a web was provided with a top
list functionality. The topics were sorted according to the their calculated Bayesian
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average (Equation 4.3). The displayed amount of topics was limited to ten and only
the best topics were shown. The topic names were included as links and the scores
were shown as either percentages or as a line of stars. For this feature, a separate
topic was made to the system-web. The system-web is a special web containing
topics related to the platform itself. In this separate topic, the top list for a desired
web could be accessed by selecting the web name from the select element on the
page.
Figure 4.10: Best topics in the web ”Main“
4.6.3 The Reputation Score Interface
Reputation scores were made entirely user configurable as the users might have
relationships created outside the online environment. The configuration dialog was
put to a separate topic, where the plugin was called with the needed parameters.
With these parameters the plugin displays the reputation score change form. Current
values were shown in the sliders. The plugin was set to create the HTML for the
sliders and the free submit form was in the topic itself (shown in Figure 4.11).
The user uses either the slider or the textual input beside the slider to change
one user’s reputation score to a desired value and submits the change by pressing
the Save-button located at the end of the slider. Only one value can be changed at
a time. If there has been no previous interaction and the desired user is not in the
RDB, their wiki name has to be given in the form at the bottom of the page.
In addition to users who utilize the reputation based scoring system, this view is
most important to users who are in the position to grant access privileges. As it is
possible to see with a quick glance which users are the best possible collaborators.
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Figure 4.11: Reputation score change form
The reputation score changing functionality was restricted to be accessible only
from the provided template topic by default, as a malicious user could include the
command in any topic in an uninteractive mode, possibly as a HTML-comment, and
change the visiting user’s reputation scores without their acknowledgement.
4.6.4 The Comment Interface
The commenting interface (Figure 4.12) uses modified TWiki extension Comment-
Plugin to provide the comment submitting functions. The existing comments are
included through ReputationPlugin selectively with a slight shade in background
color. If a comment does not have enough votes or the author of the comment is
unknown the comment is displayed in a collapsed form. Comments which are voted
down by reputable users or have an author with a bad reputation, are removed from
the view altogether.
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Figure 4.12: The comment interface with three user comments
Voting comments could be done directly from this interface. Every comment
has small added thumb buttons for voting the comments up or down. There is a
special button to mark the comment as offending, but as reporting functions were
not implemented this button currently only provides a more powerful downvote.
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5 FIELD TEST
A field test for the ReputationPlugin was set up on the target platform. The stud-
ied things were the implementation’s technical specifics rather than a test of the
reputation framework, as the testing of the reputation management functions would
have required much more free interaction between the test participants. The field
test had six separate phases:
1. The plugin was installed to the JOP-portal
2. Instructions for the assignment were written
3. The plugin was configured to meet the specification
4. The students did the course work, including the peer review
5. Examination of the voting results
6. Feedback from the students
ReputationPlugin was used in a peer review part of a course assignment for the
Advanced Course in Information Security. The main course assignment included
moving and updating course material from a previous portal to the JOP. These
study material topics were published in the separate Tietoturva web (Information
security web) [17], which was publicly accessible. Besides these study material topics,
the students were required to create a personal reflection topic to a course specific
web. This topic was a diary of the work completion and a reflection about the topics
they had chosen. The test setting was limited in order to track participation and
limit the access to the students on that course. Access right and quota functions
were implemented to the plugin for this purpose. Two different voting scenarios were
created, one which was without any special limitations and the other with restricted
number of votes as well as additional instructions about the allowed target topics
for every user. The votes were supposed to be given to two best and to two worst
topics.
One of the students did a special assignment and was required to read all the
topics and give text comments on them. This additional student had unlimited
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voting quota and he was instructed to vote as many topics as there were exceptionally
good or insufficient quality topics.
No additional instructions for the voting tool itself were provided, as the intention
was to model a regular use case where the users are not given any training. Addi-
tional training would have its place in a time restricted setting, where the subjects
would not have time to explore the features by themselves. Also, the user interface
was intended to be self explanatory, and efforts were concentrated on its familiarity
and clearness instead of supplemental documentation.
Feedback from the students was collected through mandatory course feedback.
This feedback included user impressions about ReputationPlugin. The feedback
along with first hand deployment related information was used to improve the plugin.
In addition to functional testing and user experiences, voting activity and bias in
the target environment were of interest as well. For voting activity the hypothesis
was that the students would not exercise their right to vote more than the specified
minimum amount. The bias hypothesis was that the votes for the personal reflection
topics would be much more persona centric and as such they would exhibit a strong
positive bias, similar to the bias in eBay ratings [57]. There might be signs of social
aspects such as retaliation as well. In contrast, the votes for the content topics
were thought to be more balanced and not related to personal relationships as all
the participants were required to give both positive and negative reviews and the
subset of topics to review was defined in advance. However, it was interesting to see
whether the participants withhold giving negative reviews, even though they were
required to give them.
5.1 Deployment
As the target platform was different from the development environment, it was
necessary to test the functionality, before the actual field test took place. During
the test, the plugin did not depend on any additional Perl-modules, not included
in Perl version 5.8.4 or in the TWiki base install, and the deployment was done by
just copying the relevant files to the target server. The use of mod perl instead of
mod cgi was the only difference between the test and production servers that had
any impact.
Problems were encountered due to mod perl, and fixing them was slow because
of the need for server restarts. However, in the end only minor changes to the code
were required. For example, mod perl makes global variables, which are sometimes
used for settings, persistent over sessions, so the default values for these had to be
assigned in initialization routines.
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5.2 Feedback about the Voting Tool
The answers were originally in Finnish, and they have been translated into English.
The intention with the translation was to preserve the meaning as well as the tone
of the responses.
The first question was: “Did you encounter any problems with the voting tool in
the third stage”, which was referring to the peer review stage of the assignment. As
the question was especially targeted at finding problems most of the feedback was
centered around that, rather than any general feedback. Nine short answers, which
stated in few words that they did not experience any problems or shortcomings are
not included below.
One student complained about lack of feedback in the voting tool and unclear
instructions. This claimed lack of feedback should not have been possible, since the
plugin provides textual feedback for every action. It is possible that the feedback
was not visible enough, or that the student had a browser compatibility problem
which prevented them from interacting with the plugin altogether.
“The voting tool felt a bit complicated, as it did not give any notification
whether the vote was registered or not. In addition, the instructions for
its use could have been clearer.”
One functional problem reported by three students was discovered, namely topics
made by one author could not be voted. This author had used a colon in the topic
name, and as a result of this, a malformed target url for the voting link was created
by the plugin. TWiki tries to prevent the use of non alphanumeric characters in topic
names by filtering them in the Create New Topic -page, but it does not enforce this
rule in the actual topic creation phase i.e. it is possible to manually type an URL,
such as http://jop.cs.tut.fi/twiki/bin/edit/Sandbox/TopicWith:Colon and save the
topic through the edit script. The resulting problem was fixed by percent-encoding
[58] colons, as well as other reserved characters defined in RFC 3986 [58], in returned
URLs.
“All the topics could not be voted. I commented this on my reflection
topic: ‘For some reason I could not vote topics with names starting with
IPSec:’. I wonder whether anyone else has the same problem...”
“Topics starting with Ipsec: could not be voted at all. Probably a prob-
lem with the links. I did not discover any additional problems related to
voting.”
A usability problem was discovered, one of these three students complained about
the quota functionality not showing the number of remaining votes, which was an
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obvious shortcoming. The reason there was no feedback about the quota related
functions in the interface, was that the quota functionality was invoked only during
the voting action for performance reasons.
“Only problem I found was that certain topics could not be voted at all.
One feature which I would have liked to have was to have the number of
remaining votes to be visible somewhere. ”
Two students stated that they would have liked to have more options for feedback.
The first would have liked to have a neutral vote, and the second was referring to
vote options in general. Neutral vote was originally left out as it was considered
unnecessary, if someone has the incentive to vote they are likely to have a strong
opinion about the topic. This may not be true in all the scenarios, especially in this
case where the users were required to vote.
“One problem turned out to be the absence of a so called neutral option,
as it was not always possible to say whether a positive or a negative
option would be closer to the truth.”
“In my opinion, the two-part scale of the voting tool was a bit unfitted
for real page evaluation. Now it was only possible to tell which were the
best and worst topics but there was no feel of evaluation.”
In conclusion most of the students (nine out of 16) had no problems using the
voting tool. However, it is possible that some of these students were not motivated
to answer in greater length, and avoided the question by denying any problems.
In addition, it has to be noted that the feedback was written about a month after
the field test took place, and some minor difficulties might have been forgotten.
The features which were requested were larger scale for voting options and better
feedback from the plugin.
5.3 Feedback About Peer Review
Another question, not strictly related to the voting tool but related to the peer
review done with it, was asked from the students: “How did the peer review affect
your perception about your own expertise?” The purpose of the question was to
find out whether the students felt that the peer review capabilities were important
to them. The perceived importance of peer review relates to the prevalence of
egocentric recognition incentives [59, p. 53 -82] in the target audience and to the
willingness to review others [7, 111-120]. The answers to this question were mainly
about the textual feedback, which was at the time not handled through the plugin,
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although the question was intended to include both forms of feedback. While these
answers did not mention the plugin as a review tool, they included insights about
criteria for reviewing content. It would have been interesting to measure whether
the students who got the best reviews from others regarded the peer review as more
useful than those who did not get as good reviews. But because the answers were
anonymous this possible connection could not be verified.
Fifteen students answered this question and the answers were mostly positive.
Many students indicated that by reviewing others’ work they had learned to evaluate
their own work as well. About a third of the students (four) did not think that the
peer review helped them in any way. It should be noted however, that the reviews
might have been difficult to do because the task assignment was about moving and
updating teaching material instead of creating completely new works. Due to this
the main focus of these reviews was instructed to be on the improvements and
refreshments made to the material. In addition, improvements were only necessary
if the source material was unclear or had outdated information.
These answers suggest that peer review can give the students an understanding
about their own strengths and weaknesses relative to others.
“Peer review was completely positive, as it gave a clearer image about
the quality of my work through evaluations from others, and through my
evaluation of others’ work.”
“It gave a more positive image than I thought.”
“Peer review brought out the successes and failures in the exercise works.
It brought out things that would not necessarily have been noticed by
oneself.”
“The effect was that I discovered that I knew even the content of the
topics suprisingly well. Of course in every peer evaluation there is in-
centive to give positive feedback but through this course I learned to be
more realistic.”
“It had a meaningful impact.”
Five students got the feedback that they expected, this means either that the
review process was considered to be fair or that the review did not reveal any new
information.
“I was in a prior agreement with those who reviewed me, so the review
had no impact on me.”
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“Peer review of the exercise works was of the constructive nature and
mostly inline with my perception of my own expertise regarding updating
material on TWiki. I did not fully understand what was the idea behind
this question”
“Peer review was of positive nature for the most, and it underlined the
shortcomings which I already knew. It was not very useful as it did not
go through the work (or the information within) profoundly, due to short
lenght of the reviews.”
“Hard to say. The feedback was what I expected, for the most. The
reflection topic was successful in my opinion. Some of the phases in the
assignment were left unfinished, and others were completed with slightly
better results. Evaluating others’ topics gave me a comparison point to
my own work.”
“The feedback that I got was what I expected and in line with the work
I had done. By comparing my work to others’ I would have evaluated
myself in the same way.”
Few students found out through review that they had not understood the assign-
ment, and for that reason had not done every required step. This problem could
have been avoided by incorporating the peer review process in an earlier stage.
“It made me realize that I had understood the assignment slightly wrong,
and that I had not made necessary effort.”
“Regarding the matter at hand, not much. I could have read the task
assignments more thoroughly, so that I would have done every required
step.”
Recognition and interest from peers was considered to be important by three
students. This attention gives more meaning to the task as well, because it is
possible to see from the reviews that someone has paid attention to their work.
“Peer review brought up positively the fact that when there was sub-
stantial effort and the reviewer had had the time to read and think it
all through, it could not have been made in few dozen minutes. Some
personal weaknesses may have come out, and it is a good thing as it is
possible to improve these things more in the future.”
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“It is always interesting to get feedback from one’s peers. The feedback
that I got was well justified and very much what I expected it to be. As
my input to this assignment was not full 100 %, I can’t use it as a mirror
for my self image. In my opinion the work that I did was enough and
mostly ok, and the evaluators agreed on that. That’s about it”
Quality of peer reviews might be an issue if the grounds for the review are not
clearly defined. This answer stresses the need to have expert evaluation in addition
to peer review, but using peer review can be useful for finding small errors.
“The comments I got from peer review were great, and even clear errors
were found because of them. Of course peer review may revolve around
pointing at these details (finding errors), which is an easy way to accom-
plish one’s review task, while not working for the big picture in the same
way as comments from a professional.”
“The assignment was mostly about limiting the subject of the study, and
finding information and how much time was possible use on it. I did not
have much information about such specific topics beforehand. So, not
that much.”
5.4 Results
The field test revealed several problems with the plugin, some of these were fixed
during the test, but others were discovered only through user feedback after the test
had finished. The problems which were fixed during or slightly before the test were
mainly related to deployment, and the fixes were required to support the intended
configuration.
Vote distribution for the content topics matched the expectation. The students
did not withhold giving negative feedback, and the number of negative votes was
slightly larger than positive ones. The larger number of negative votes was found
to be due to the additional voter with a different task assignment from others. As
expected, the votes for the reflection pages had a strong positive bias. Only four of
the 50 votes were on the negative side, and two of them came from the additional
voter who was required to rate each page. All the negative votes were given to
two topics which were clearly unfinished. One explanation for the positive bias is
that the reflection pages were more diary type of pages, and as such they did not
contain any factual information which could be reviewed as true or false. The only
discerning factor was that the pages were either done or not done and only the upper
part of the voting scale was used to differentiate between the amount of work that
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had been put into the creation of the topic. This result suggests that in order to get
better reviews, especially in the case that the reviews are personal, the scale has to
be wider in order to differentiate between completed works of varying quality. One
possibility would be to have , to provide more granularity to the positive side. [7,
p.62]
In the test setting, the additional restrictions for the visibility, granularity and the
amount of votes were reversed from review accuracy and incentive perspectives. The
votes for the reflection topics should have been visible only for the topic’s creator, as
they can be considered to be personal topics. In contrast the content topics would
have benefited from visible feedback as they are not persona centric and could easily
be ranked. Amount of votes and voting time should not be restricted, because one
of the peer review’s strengths in teaching is that the review is educational for the
reviewer as well, and the voting process for a course such as this should have been
a multistage iterative process, with feedback possibility on every step.
Textual feedback was considered to be more valuable than voting as a peer review
mechanism. However, the numerical feedback through voting did not achieve its
full potential, partly because of restrictions. Numerical feedback concentrates on
quantity instead of quality and it should be used to evaluate large number of topics
instead of only few. Nevertheless, textual comments add clarity and additional
information to reviews as the grounds for the review can be announced. A useful
peer review tool should include text commenting in addition to a voting mechanism.
Because of the strong preference for text feedback the plugin was later equipped
with commenting features.
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6 DISCUSSION
It is highly questionable whether content reviews can be used to evaluate trustwor-
thiness or quality of an individual topic. Reviews can in some cases be centered
around the popularity of the subject or the author. In addition, while content does
have a reputation its trustworthiness is a more complex subject. An entertaining
topic about an interesting theme, with some slight errors, should perhaps have a
high reputation but its trustworthiness would not necessary be that high.
The wiki nature of the site makes the change tracking and evaluation of individual
changes mandatory for an accurate system. Some of the desired accuracy was lost as
topics were evaluated as whole. Topic evaluation was originally chosen as it requires
less reviews than evaluating every single change. However, balance between the
accuracy and the amount of input needed should have been configurable.
Perhaps the greatest single shortcoming of the plugin is the absolute requirement
of user interaction. This requirement creates an obstacle for product acceptance
especially in the bootstrapping phase. Other reputation inputs besides voting were
considered in the original planning stage. Page views and ranking by the amount of
inter wiki links (backlinks) leading to a topic were the considered approaches. Link
evaluation was implemented, but as TWiki did not save the backlink information
anywhere, counting these links required a whole TWiki wide search every time a topic
was accessed. This would have created unreasonable performance overhead outside
of small test systems. In addition, page views and backlinks are both measurements
of impact factor and not quality or approval.
One reason user interaction was chosen instead of automated approaches was to
eliminate possibilities of gaming the system. When reputation statements are only
made knowingly the users are harder trick into doing them. However, the relevant
question is whether automated systems fare better than systems which require user
input in providing effective security. In order for users to use any system, the system
has to prove its usefulness to the user.
Hybrid approaches would be interesting as well, possibly combining the content
analysis, impact factor measured by the interwiki links and a subjective web of trust.
Indeed, the best approach would be to combine all of these in a user configurable
way. In such an approach the input from the automated system could be filtered as
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any other source of input, by using the information from the interactive reputation
management system. Besides amount of data, additional metrics would have added
more robustness [7, p. 74] to the system.
6.1 User Trust to the Reputation Management System
Trust to the reputation management system itself is an important consideration.
Reputation management system’s success is directly tied to whether the users find
the information it provides trustworthy or not. This adds requirements mainly
for transparency and usability. [27, p. 75] According to the model of trust by
Egger F.N. [60], the origins of trust can be divided into three main factors: first
is the appearance, the second is the ease of use of the system and the third is the
information content from the system. Requirements for usability and appearance
are similar to any other system or service, but the trustworthiness of the information
content is different.
Users are more likely to trust the information when they have means to verify it.
However, in the reputation management system presented in this thesis the identities
of the voters were kept secret, which means that the users had no practical means for
verifying the returned information. The lack of transparency was a result of a desire
to have an anonymous system. Practical anonymity was desired as anonymous votes
were thought to be less person centric and as such provide more objective feedback.
Barrier of entry for anonymous reviews was considered to be lower as well.
The system offers only practical anonymity, which means that an attacker can
confirm suspected voter usernames and reveal reputation information through the
recommendation system. It is very difficult to have a fully anonymous system while
still allowing interaction within the system through recommendations. An unde-
sirable outcome is that the information can be extracted by officially unacceptable
methods from the system by a malicious user, while the information stays out of
reach for those who would have sincere motives but play by the rules. Because
the anonymity was not accomplished by design, but instead by obfuscating the re-
turned recommendations, neither strong anonymity nor transparency was achieved.
If the desire would have been to provide strong anonymity, a separate option to cast
anonymous votes should have been implemented.
Another target for transparency is the systems internal functionality. If the users
understand the mechanics behind the system they are more likely to trust its eval-
uations. For example, by comparing the reputation management systems used on
Slashdot and on eBay, we notice that the reputation management system on eBay
is much more simple and understandable. The more complex system on Slashdot is
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developed for a different target group and it has a different threat model. While all
the information exists, a user has to make effort to understand the operation of the
system. In such case, the complexity creates a lack of transparency. Additionally,
it is important how the required transparency is communicated to the user, as the
user might not be interested in reading general help files, but would rather have
something situation specific help. Such as a decomposition of a particular score on
request.
The decision investment and associated risks affect the needed user trust. Systems
which do not make automatic trust decisions do not need much trust from the users.
For example, the reputation score of eBay reputation management system is not
considered trustworthy by the eBay or its users. Indeed, the users are instructed to
do manual evaluation from textual comments and the type of previous transactions
[13]. However, this lack of trust does not make the reputation score useless, as it
can be used to separate interesting peers from a large group of peers. Finding the
interesting peers quickly saves time and makes it possible to concentrate the time
consuming manual evaluation on the few interesting candidates instead.
One of the original goals [9] was to have the plugin provide access control functions
based on the reputation of other authors. This was left out as it was considered that
the risks involved would have out-weighed the benefits. However, this would have
been a valuable tool for the users, as TWiki lacks easy to use mechanisms for access
control for ordinary users. Group based access control can be out of reach and
impractical, as ordinary users usually do not have rights to create groups at will,
and the groups would have to be maintained manually. Listing individual users in
topic access control rules is not practical. Users with administrative access could
also benefit from the reputation based access control, due to its simplicity. Indeed,
the plugin could be extended to provide a list of users above a given threshold in
a compatible format for TWiki’s access control variables. Nevertheless, the current
variable evaluation order in TWiki makes it impossible to use the plugin’s output
as an input to access control variables in an ondemand fashion.
Solution which would require more work would be an agent which either approves,
disapproves or places edits to a queue according to reputation of the editor in relation
to the user who has placed the agent to guard the topic. This type of agent could be
implemented without modifying TWiki core, as plugins do not fall under TWiki’s
access control. Read access could similarly be provided through an agent. Perhaps
more widely used example of an agent utilizing reputation information would be
one that would have access to all the reputation information for the purposes of
removing abusive users. This agent would find malicious users by forming a web of
trust from the viewpoint of a trusted root user and use a predefined threshold for
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negative reputation as the decision boundary.
The amount of reputation information available might create situation where the
reputation information cannot be considered to be robust enough for large decisions.
In order to utilize automatic decision making with the presence of such uncertainty
the targets have to have small decision investment. The comments in the comment-
ing system are an excellent example of this type of application. Reading a short
comment takes about as much time as showing or hiding it through one click inter-
face. This means that the decision to either show or hide a comment needs to be
automatic or it will have no real benefit to the user.
6.2 Community Aspects
Important part in building a reputation management system is to think how it
will best serve the community [7]. This can be problematic, when the reputation
management system is built before the actual community has formed. The specific
needs might not be known beforehand. Usually the process is iterative [7]. However,
the foundations should remain constant as a constantly changing system can confuse
users.
Keeping the reputation scores for users a secret was done to remove the compet-
itive aspects of building individual reputation. Public reputation for content was
considered to be a much better alternative, as it can not be accumulated by short-
handed measures. If someone has a desire to be recognized they can produce content
that will be rated high and use that content as a reflection for their individual rep-
utation. Positive and negative user reputations are best to be used as an admin
resource [7, p. 17]
6.3 Usability Considerations
The requirement for user interaction was not a bad thing from all perspectives.
Interaction can have a positive influence on the system’s familiarity to end users as
well as for the goals of transparency. By interacting with the system the user feels in
control of the sites information content, and knows where the content ratings come
from. In addition, making users emotionally attached to a portal can work in small
gradual steps: registration, then votes and comments on some topics, and finally
edits to topics.
In the pilot test it was observed that every fifth user accessed the help page. While
this number is substantial it is questionable whether it was acceptable to have some
of the advanced functionalities behind this help page. One solution would be to
implement these additional functions as well as the help pages themselves as drawer
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elements in the main user interface.
Threshold values for recommendations and rating sources were TWiki preferences,
which meant that they had to be set by altering TWiki-topics. However, from the
usability point of view these two values should be modifiable in the same interface
as the reputation values. This would be intuitive and easy, and it would give a
visible clue to what these settings actually do, as moving the bar higher would show
which users are below it and which under. In order to accomplish this, these settings
should be stored under reserved words in the RDB, as setting TWiki preferences was
not supported in the Plugin API.
6.4 Ideas for Future Development
In order to have more versatile feedback, reputation inputs would need a wider scale,
possibly one without explicit negative reviews. This requires a different interface,
and some type of slider would likely be optimal. Amount of options depends on
whether the votes are primarily peer review, or if they are approval votes from the
content consumers to content producers [7, p. 62]. The most common rating scheme
is star rating scheme and on the TWiki platform one could use RatingContrib. In
addition to the positive ratings, there should be a separate flagging function as stars
can be misleading if they produce negative feedback. The current four element scale
was considered to be enough for the peer review case, and the two part scale for
situations that are approval voting [7, p. 62].
One consideration about recommendations was whether they should have bidi-
rectional properties, i.e. should the recommendations be different for different re-
questors. In addition, would it be desirable to have limits for giving out recommen-
dations, as providing recommendations can be seen as a service to other users? At
least from the privacy perspective, it should be possible to give out recommenda-
tions only to requests coming from the user’s own trusted peers. This possibility
was not considered in the initial planning stage as there was more pressure on pro-
moting the spread of reputation information rather than limiting it. Some benefits
for unidirectional trust relationships exist in the target environment. For exam-
ple, a student might use a professor as a recommender for credibility evaluations
of advanced information, without the requirement of interaction on this expertise
level. However, the option to limit giving out recommendation information would
be intuitive considering the social aspects, and it would enhance privacy.
Anonymity of the votes could be reconsidered. In the current implementation, the
votes and the reputation information should not be thought of as anonymous data, as
in the presence of recommendations their anonymity can not be guaranteed. In order
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to get rid of this disparity, one either needs to limit or remove the recommendations
or remove the anonymity assumption of the votes. However, the lack of anonymity
does not mean that the identities of the voters need to be public. Indeed, access
to this information can be limited to the users whom the voter considers to be
reputable.
The implemented commenting system leaks data in some circumstances as the
target web for the comments may be set as public. If the commenting functionality
is used in topics whose existence is confidential or the commenter identities or the
comments themselves are considered confidential, some unwanted leaks may happen.
Encrypting the comments and topic names would be an obvious solution, but it
would remove every benefit that was offered by including the comments as TWiki
topic text. In addition, because of the way the CommentPlugin and the TWiki
revision history work, the comment author’s name would be visible in the changelog
even if the comments themselves are encrypted. If strict confidentiality is desired,
the most reasonable choice would be to store the comments in a separate database.
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7 CONCLUSIONS
The goal was to improve existing the reputation management system implemen-
tation for JOP, and to extend it to provide stronger trust management functions.
There were substantive advances in usability and user friendliness. The reputation
management system’s implementation was tested in a small scale user test, and user
impressions were collected about the appearance and usability of the system.
On the implementation side there were big changes to the previous software. New
functionalities were implemented, and data storage was made simpler. Due to these
changes, almost all the source code was rewritten. As the plugin source code was
published as open source, an understandable and clean code base was essential for
continuing development by the community.
In a wiki, poll driven content reputation can be used to measure content qual-
ity in cases where the decision investment is small. However, if the reputation has
no strict accountability it will be exploitable for big decisions by malicious users.
For this reason it was necessary to make a more easily accountable service for the
TWiki platform. Topic commenting possibility, which stored the comments indi-
vially and with integrity, made it possible to evaluate users and content reliably.
This accountablity was necessary for trust management features, and automated
trust decisions were implemented into the developed commenting system. In addi-
tion to small trust decisions concerning comment visibility, the commenting system
could be used to establish trusted pseudonyms on the portal, while allowing a safe
amount of collaboration by untrusted users.
The reputation management features were intended to be used for trust manage-
ment as well as engaging users to form a community. Because reputation manage-
ment systems provide a form of communication, they can have a strong influence on
the community’s behavior. These community aspects imposed some limits and needs
for the displayed information, for example user reputation was not made public in
order to limit competitive incentives. Furthermore, feedback by voting and secure
commenting possibilities were valuable additions, as such communication channels
did not exist on the TWiki platform.
It is now possible to evaluate content in JOP and use these evaluations to build
user reputation. This reputation can be used to filter the content evaluations and
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to provide partly restricted access through a commenting system. The first imple-
mentation was a working prototype in order to see if something like this could be
implemented, and this thesis extended the existing implementation with more value
to the end users. Besides providing an already functioning and usable implementa-
tion, this thesis is likely to set future directions for reputation management systems
on the TWiki platform.
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